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Objective: Establish a method for examination of full-sibling relationship-the 5th allele exclusion method. Method: According to Mendel’s genetic law, the total number of alleles on a specific STR site detected from full-sibling’s parents should be 1-4. When more than 2 known full-siblings joined in the examination for the full-sibling relationship identification of a suspect, the total number of different allele from all the tested people should be less than 5. If not, the STR was named 5th allele STR and such a STR site is out of the genetic law. If 3 or more 5th allele STRs were detected in an identification system, the suspect should be excluded, i.e. the suspect was not a full-sibling of the known-siblings. To evaluate the exclusion power of STR system, 19 STR loci of 2 or 3 known full-siblings were satisfied and compared with 100 unrelated persons in this study using the Goldeneye™ 20A kit. Results: When 2-known full-sibling participated the examination, the exclusion rate were 47.7% while the corresponding exclusion rate raised to 88.0% when 3-known full-siblings were included, the data came from 100 unrelated DNA typing using the 19 autosomal STRs from Goldeneye™ 20A kit. The STR was named efficient STR when the total number from known full-siblings was 3 or more. The exclusion rate rises while the efficient STR number increases. Conclusion: The 5th allele exclusion method is simple and clear. This approach could be used in the full-siblings relationship examination when 2 or more known full-siblings join the full-sibling identification.